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Image Anisotropy
vCommon problem in 3D medical image modalities (CT, MRI)

vVoxel spacings along x, y, z dimensions are different. Usually spacing along z is different from 
that along xy.

vDifferent spacing indicates different level of voxel correlations.

vHow to encode information of anisotropic images



Solutions
vRe-slice to isotropic spacing
vIntroduce noise
vMay cause information loss

vHybrid 2D/3D convolution, CNN-RNN structure
vUse the same kernel for all cases
vMay not adapt to variable slice spacing



Transfomer-based Network
vAdapt to variable slice spacing

vComputationally efficient

vConsume fewer resources



Transformer
vA self-attention mechanism developed by Vaswani et al [1] in 2017

vThe basic structure of many state-of-art natural language processing models (eg: BERT)

[1] A. Vaswani, N. Shazeer, N. Parmar, J. Uszkoreit, L. Jones, A. N. Gomez, L. Kaiser, and I. Polosukhin, “Attention is all you need,” in Advances in Neural 
Information Processing Systems, 2017, pp. 5998–6008. 1, 2, 3 



vUse queries and keys to compute weight vector that represents the slice correlations

vRepresent the new feature map as a weighted sum of itself and the feature maps of neighboring 
slices

vUse Positional Encoding (PE) to inject information about the sequence order



dk is the dimension of queries and keys
i is from 0 to dk , j is slice number.
PE at j+n has linear relationship with PE at j



Network



Experiments
vLung cancer segmentation dataset from the Medical Segmentation Decathlon [2]

v20,207 lung CT slices from 63 subjects.

vSelected 2,027 positive slices and 1,890 negative slices.



Experiments
vWe re-sliced the original training set such that the voxel spacings along the three dimensions are 
the same.

vTrain models on this isotropic dataset.

vTest on the original dataset.

vCompare the models’ ability to adapt to variable spacing.



Experiments

Performance drop: 3D U-Net > LSTMUNet > TSFMUNet



Segmentation results on models trained on the original dataset Segmentation results on models trained on re-sliced dataset



Conclusion
vWe have proposed a transformer-based network to deal with the anisotropy problem in 3D 
medical image analysis.
vSelf-attention mechanism
vAdapts to images with variable slice spacing

vExperimental results with a lung cancer segmentation task reveal that our architecture 
outperforms baseline models. 




